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Abstract
This paper considers the approximation of linear systems
by means of orthonormal basis functions, which are gen-
erated by stable all-pass functions. These basis functions
induce the so called Hambo transform, which transforms
scalar systems into square systems of i/o dimension equal
to the order of the all-pass function considered. We will
consider the construction of the Markov parameters of the
system representation in the transform domain and show
how these can be used to realize minimal state space repre-
sentations for the exact and partial knowledge case. Ad-
ditionally a projection mechanism is presented to allow
inverse transformation of any sequence of Markov param-
eters in the transform domain. This mechanism is illus-
trated with an example.

1 Introduction
Any inner (stable all-pass) function G6(z) wlth McMillan
degree n6 and minimal, balanced realization (A,B,C,D)
generates a set of vector functions

vp:(zI-$-tBcr-i(z), ke N (1)

whose scalar elements constitute an orthonormal basis of
the space of stable, strictly proper, linear time invariant
(LTI), transfer functions (which we will denote by H2 in
the following) [1]. The all-pass and balancedness proper-
ties can be summarized by:

Systems satisfying this relation are also called orthogonal
systems [6].

The functions V1"(z) will be called the system based or-
thonormal basis functions in the following. This basis

construction by means of all-pass functions (or generalized
shift-operators) can be seen as a generalizationofthe well-
known Laguerre and Kautz bases. Laguerre functions, for
instance, are generated by the all-pass function with re-
alization {a,t/T:d,r/l-A,-a}, with a the Laguerre
parameter (or time-scaling factor). Also the standard ba-
sis z-k, k e N can easily be seen to be a special case of
this more general construction, in which case the generat-
ing all-pass function is simply z-1.

Orthonormal basis functions play a fundamental role in
the analysis and approximation of systems and signals.
The recent surge of interest in wavelets serves as an ilius-
tration of this. Interest in the system based orthogonal
basis functions lies mainly in the field of system approxi-
mation and identification 14, 12, 10]. In that case a model
of the form G1r1 : DI_. LTVu(z) is used, where .Lk are
the model parameters which are estimates of the expan-
sion coefficients of the system G(z). The application of
these basis functions in the area of system identification
has several important benefits. Firstly, it gives the possi-
bility of incorporating prior knowledge about system dy-
namics into the model structure, which will ensure that
the number of coefficients in the basis function expansion
to be estimated can be kept relatively small while giv-
ing a small approximation error (bias). This sparsity of
coefficients implies a favorable variance to bias ratio for
the estimate. Secondly the model structure is linearly
pararnetrized and with a Ieast squares prediction error
identification criterion this yields a convex optimization
problem which can be solved analytically.

Important for the analysis of this identification method
are the signal and system transforms that are induced by
the basis functions, similar to the Laguerre transform [5].
In [10] properties of these so called Hambo transforms were
fruitfully used to derive variance expressions for the basis
function model estimate, much like the expressions for the
standard FIR modeling case. It was shown that the vari-
ance can be kept relatively small in any desired frequency
range by appropriately choosing the basis functions.

The Hambo system transform translates operations on
time sequences into operations on the coefficient sequences

l,q, crllA Bl lrno ol /^|;, "o,)l"i ;l : L^6' ;l (2)
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(or Hambo signal transforms) pertaining to the expansions
of these sequences in the generalized basis. In this sense
it transfers system analysis from the "time" domain to
an (abstract) transform domain. For example, the ques-
tion how to construct a minimal state.space realization of
the model G on the basis of the {.t6}6:1 ..n c&!t be shown
to come down to the construction of the Markov param-
eters of the transformed system. In [7, 8] it was shown
that these so called general,ized, Markov parameters can be
computed directly from the coefficients Lp. In this paper
we will use the Hambo transform properties to derive sim-
ilar results. In addition this derivation yields some very
efficient methods for computing the generalized Markov
parameters.

A difficulty with the Hambo system transform lies in
the fact that it maps from H2 irfio a proper subspace of
Hltxnt. Applying manipulations such as model reduction
to a Hambo transformed system might take us out of this
subspace, making it impossible to transform back to f12,
using the inverse transform relations. A characterization
of the image space is needed in order to be abie to restrict
to it, for instance by means of (orthogonal) projection.
As we will show the generalized Markov parameters and
their dependency on the coefficient sequence opens up a
new way to project onto the subspace of Hambo system
transforms.

First we will briefly review the Hambo transform and
its principal properties.

2 The Hambo transform
Since the functions Vp(z), k € N constitute an orthonor-
mal basis ofthe space f/z ofstable, strictly proper transfer
functions we can expand any element r(z) of that space
in terms of this basis, as follows:

x(z):Lr|ru(i, (3)
h=1

where equality is in the sense of the 2-norm and .Lp € R.nb .

At the same time the pulse responses of the Vp(z) will
constitute an orthonormal basis of !.2ll,oo). Equivalently
we can therefore write

r(t):Lr'o'ru4), (4)

,t:1

where c(t) and V6(t) denote the time-domain versions of
r(z) andVl,Q).

We now define the Hambo s'i,gnal transfotmof r(z) e H2
as the e-transform of the sequence {Lr} e lib [1, oo), with
z replaced by ,\ to avoid confusion.

Definition 7 The Hambo signal transform of a signal
x(t) e {217,x) i,s gi,uen by

r(l) : iru^-u.
k=t

Suppose that we have a signal u(t) e 1.211.,m) and a
stable, finite dimensional, strictly proper transfer function
G(z). Lety(z)be generated fromu(z) andG(z) according
to y(z) : G(z)u(z). It can be shown that there exists
a finite dimensional, stable transfer function C1,f; of i7o
dimension n6 y. TL6 that satisfies

!(r) : c1.11a1.11. (6)

Proof is by construction and can be found in [1, 2].

Definition 2 Giuen any sgstem G(z) e Hz that satisfies
y(z) : G(z)u(z), then i,ts Hambo system transform G(\)
i,s the transfer matri,r of i,/o di,mens,i,on n6xn6 that satisfies

i-Q):6(.1)a(.1), (7)

wi,th fi(\),u(\) the Hambo s,i,gnal transforms ol y(z) and
u(z).

The tlansform operation is linear and satisfies Fffiz) :
.F'(,\)G()). The transformed system G(A) shares some in-
teresting properties with G(z) such as McMillan degree,
ff- and Hankel norm [1]. An intriguing result is that it
can be obtained from G(z) by simple variable substitution:

d1,r; : G(z)1"_,=1,71s1 (8)

with N()) the all-pzrss function given by

N(^) : A+ BQ1 - D)-'C. (e)

Another property of the transform that we wiil need
Iater on is the fact that ifthe poles ofthe transfer function
G(z) are contained in the set of poles of G6(z), then its
Hambo transform satisfies the 2-parameter relation [1]:

C1'l; : Ws tW1\-r,

with I,V'e and W1 matrices of dimension nb x nb.
special case it holds that

G61.1; :1-'
Finally we will mention the relation by which the inverse

Hambo system transform can be calculated

v{(z)oc(z):v,rtrl Gttll B (12), ,r \-./ _r.,.r11_r=(6

We can of course also write C1,l; i" terms of its Markov
parameters:

G1,r; : Luox-b. (13)
B:0

The Me will be called the generalized, Markov parameters
in the foliowing. We will come back later to the fact that
in general the Hambo transform is not strictly proper but
only proper (so Mo I 0). But first we will show how we
can derive the M6 by using the aforementioned properties
of the Hambo transform.

(10)
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(11)
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3 Generalized Markov parameters

As stated earlier we, can write any stable, strictly proper
transfer function G(z) e H2 as

G (z) : i, tTr, e)G 6(z)k-t .

&=1

We will now split up the vector valued V1(z) inlo nD scalar
basis functions which we will denote Q;Q) : e{V1(21, i:
1...n6, with e;the i-th Euclidean basis vector. Accordingly
we split up the vector vaiued coefficient vectors .L3 into
their components l[. This gives us the re]ation

OO nb

G (z) : I D tiq;121c6121k-t .

k=l i=1

From this relation and the properties of the Hambo system
transform it follows that:

The question remains how the fl and Qa can be cal-
culated. To do this we first observe that by means of
the Hambo inverse relation (12) it follows that the 2-
parameter relation is equivalent to

v1(z)si(z): pdv(z) + Qlv(z)G6Q). (21)

By equating the realizations of the left and right hand
side terms of this expression we eventually find that 4
and Qr can be found as the solutions of the discrete.time
Lyapunov equations

AP;AT+Ae;BT : P;

AQ;AT + BCeiBT -t BCP;Ar : Qr (22)

4 A realization algorithm based on
the generalized Markov param-
eters

In this section we will review the minimal realization algo-
rithm that was derived by Szab6 and Bokor (in a different
formulation) [7]. It is based on the idea of representing
the change from standard basis (z-e) to generalized ba-
sis I/1r(z) by unitary transformations. Let fI denote the
infinite Hankel matrix pertaining to the representation of
G(z) in the standard basis and 11 the infinite block Han-
kel matrix pertaining to the generalized basis. There then
exist unitary operators Ti11, arrdTsrt 1 that satisfy:

H:Tf,,frTu'. (23)

The z-th block row (of dimensiot rL6 x oo) of the matrix
operator Ts, and Tst can be shown to be given by the
pulse responses of the systems (zI - l1-rPGi-l(z) ana

@I - 611-rCrGi-' (z) respectively.
Substituting relation (23) into the standard Ho-Kalman

algorithm gives us the following slightly adapted version.

Algorithrn I Let the i,nfinite block Hankel matrir fi per-
taining to t!t9 system G(z) haue a full ranlc decomposi-
tion H - lA, and let H be the Hankel matrir related
to the shilted sgstem zG(z). Then a m,in,i,mal realization

{A^,8*,C*} ol G(z) is obta'ined through

A^ : ft'HAt,
B* = Lrn;e1,

c* : e{rfi,i,

where t denotes M oore- P enro s e p seudo-inuers e.

The above algorithm involves operations of infinite
matrices upon the full rank decomposition of E. It is

therefore based on the assumption that the generalized

lThe notation here stems from the fact that 751, repres€nts
a change of basis in ffz while 7E2r- represents the corresponding

change of basis in H{, the orthogonal complement of H2 in L2.

(14)

(15)

(16)

k:t i:7

with A,(.\) denoting the Hambo systemlransformof $;(z),
The @;(I) can be written in terms of a 2-parameter rela-
tion because we know the poles of $;(z) are contained in
the set of poles of G6(z). Hence we get:

OO nb

d1.r;: tt tL(Pr+ Q,^-')1-(r-t), (12)

k=t i=l

which immediately gives us the desired Markov parame-

ters:

c(r) : t t r[fr;1.1;.1-(*-tr,

*u :itL*,,Pu *irlqu, k e N, (18)
i=1

or written in more concise form:

Mx=LT+reP+rfaQ, (1e)

with P : lP{ Pfl l7 and a : IQT QT)' .

Notice that from this last expression it follows that, al-
though the underlying (transformed) system is strictly
proper (i.e. .te : 0) , its Hambo transform wili in general
not be strictly proper but only proper. So strictly speak-
ing the Hambo transform maps from f/z to the space of
stable, proper transfer functions of i/o dimension n6 x n6.

In a similar manner we can compute the general-
ized Markov parameters of the one-sample shifted sys-

tem zG(z) by using the easily shown fact that zV1(z) :
B + AVr (z). The generalized Markov parameters of this
shifted system are given by

Mu: (LT+rB)r + (LT+rA) 8p + (LT$ s a. (20)

We will need these Markov parameters Iater on for the
implementation of a realization algorithm.



Markov parameters are known exactly up to infinity.
This is obviously not a very realistic assumption in the
general case. In practice this will only occur when the
basis function coefficients, and thereby the generalized
Markov parameters, are zero from a certain point onwards.

Partial realization
The more general case where only partiai knowiedge of
the coefficients is available has been soived as well, see

[3] for a detailed description. Here we restrict ourselves
to a brief outline of the main ingredients of the partial
realization case. The main problem for the case where
oniy a finite number of generalized Markov parameters
can be calculated stems from the fact that equation (23)
is only valid for the infinite case. And since only a finite
part of ff is known this relation can not be used directly.
The solution to this problem is straightforward. It involves
the creation of an infinite -8, by applying a classical partial
realization algorithm (see for instance [9]) in the transform
domain.
The same procedure is applied to derive an infinite F.
Note that these two partial realizations in the transform
domain immediately yield full rank decompositions of the
Hankel matrices fI and f/, in the form of controllability
and observability matrices:

H :0.0 fr :0'0, (24)

which can be plugged into Algorithm 1. This results in
a number of Lyaponov and Sylvester equations, that pro.
duce the desired minimal state space realization of the
underlying system. Note that where in the classical case

only one Ho-Kdman step is required, the generalized case

needs two ofthese steps, caused by the non-trivial relation
between ,E and .fr. Sue section 6 for an example.

Remark I These realization algori,thms operate on the

general'i,zed Markoa parameters, whi,ch can be calculated

lrom the series elyansi,on G(z): DLr LxVnQ). An in-
teresting question'is whether one could deui,se such an al-
gorithm d,irectly in terms of the coefficients {L2}. Thereto
one should i,nuestigate the system

f()) :: irJ^-*
k=t

In the classical case (basis {z-k}) the functions G(\) ana

fi(\) coincide, 'in the generali,zed case this 'is no longer the

case. Where C(,1) r;s a matrir function in Htbxnb , the

function g(^) is a aector function in H{b . Thi,s trans'i,t'i,on

from matrir function to aector functi,on can result 'in a
decrease of the McMi,llan degree.

Cons'i,d,er for example the system G(z) - Gf (degree

k x n6) and assume that D = 0. This G has transforms
G(r)) : )-k and fi(\)) - cr 

^-k. 
The latter has

McMi,llan degree k.

5 Projection onto the class of
Hambo transforms

Apart from providing us with the possibility to com-
pute minimal realizations based upon the expansion co-
efficients, the generalized Markov parameters also make it
possible to characterize the subspace X of Hambo trans-
formed systems in a convenient manner. Expression (18)
can equivalently be written as

(26)

with vec(.) representing a column stacking operation and
P and Q given by:

P : Ivec(P1) vec(P2) vec(P"u ) ]

a : [vec(Q1) vec(Q2) vec(Q"u)] . (27)

Equation (26), which can be written in shorthand nota-
tion as M : ZL, shows that the subspace X of Hambo
transformed systems can be characterized as the image
space of the linear mapping from llb , or

X:In(Z). (28)

Any system P(,\) € Hloxnt but not in X can be ap-
proximated Uy a P(.f) € X in a least squares sense. The
approximant is given in terms of its Markov parameters
Mbv

wt = zi : z(zrz)-rzrM. (29)

A drawback of this method is that although it provides a
characterization of the subspace X of Hambo transformed
systems, there is no iimit to the McMillan degree of the re-
sulting approximant. A projection of a finite dimensional
system might be infinite dimensional itself.

6 Example
In this section we first demonstrate a possible application
of the projection method, in the context of model reduc-
tion. Secondly the power of the partial realization method
is shown.

The system considered here is a 6-th order LTI system
which was obtained through system identification of one
of the input/output channels of a nonlinear model of a flu-
idized catalytic cracking unit [11]. An important feature
of this process it that is incorporates a combination of fast
and slow dynamics, illustrated by the step response of the
system, as shown in figure 2. The poles of the system are:

. (30)

(25)

Tvec(Mo)t IP 0 0 ...1 [trrt
lvec(Mr)l ler, g llfil,
L*'*'] 

:L: :,rL,l

/ -o.oos6 + o.z83zi \
I o.zqae+ o.2oo5i It, BB?ft )



We will investigate what the consequences are of ap-
plying modei reduction through balanced truncation in
the Hambo transform domain and in the original domain.
Based on the knowledge we have (e.g. from the step re.
sponse) we choose to incorporate two poles in our basis
generating function, 0.5 and 0.9.

The Hambo system transform is calculated by comput-
ing the expansion coefficient vectors .L7, up to k : n where
we take n > 6. This can be done without approximation
by solving a Sylvester equation. Next we compute from
lhe Lp the associated generalized Markov parameters M6
up to n - 1. From these Markov parameters we can realize
the transformed system C1,l; i" state space form.

Hail€lSrreula Valus

Figure 2: Comparison of the step responses of the sys-
tem (solid), the 4th order model C1z; laasf,ed) and a
model obtained by direct application of balanced trunca-
iion (dash-dotted)

implicit frequency weighting that occurs when balanced
truncation is applied. We must mention however that the
Hambo domain reduction approach presented here, works
particularly well for this example as the singular value gap
that occurs is considerable. If we rvere to reduce to 3rd
order, the resulting approximation is considerably worse.Figure 1: The first 10 Hankel singular values of the pro-

jected model.

The next step is to apply balanced truncation to this
model. We reduce it to a 4th order model. This reduced
model does not necessarily lie within the image space of
the Hambo transform. To compute an approximate model
that does lie in that space we apply orthogonal projec-
tion onto the image space as described in equation (29).
But now we have as a drawback that the projected model
might not have McMillan degree equal to 4. If we consider
the Hankel singular values of this reduced and projected
mode}, see figure 1, we see that there is a considerable
gap between the 4th and the 5th singular value. This
suggests that we can try to apply approximate realization
(reducing to model order 4) using the partial realization
algorithm descri^bed in [3], in order to obtain a 4-th order
approximatiorG(z). The poles of the resulting model are:

(31)

In figure 2 the resulting approximation is illustrated in
terms of its step response to the system. Also a compar-
ison is made to a 4-th order model obtained by appiying
balanced truncation directly to the model G(z).

In figure 3 the Bode plots of the system, the model G(z)
and the model obtained through direct balanced trunca-
tion are compared. It is clear that, for this example, the
model obtained by truncating in the Hambo domain has

a better overall fit to the system. Apparently transfor-
mation to the Hambo domain and subsequent reduction,
implies that a certain frequency weighting takes place, d+
pending on the choice of poles, that is different from the

"f \ ,/ \ ]"f \=-rrl \ ],,t\]"l \--.= |

/ o.zsat + 0.2128, \I o.asa4 I .

\ o.ee4o )

2aa

.,I

Figure 3: Comparison of the frequency responses of the
system (solid), the 4-th order model C1r; laasfr"d) and a
model obtained by direct application of balanced trunca-
tion (dash-dotted). Upper: Amplitude, Lower: Phase.

realization
The power of the generalized partial realization algorithm
is shown in Figures 4 and 5, where for the same system
as before the first 8 expansion coefficients .L6 where cal-
culated with a (deliberately bad) basis generated by poles
in 0.5*0.52. The partial reaiization algorithm renders the
exact system, whereas the full order model

G1,1:Lruruu,
&:1

is lacking information on the low frequency behavior. This
illustrates that the sequence of coefficients carries more



information than is reflected by the full order approxima-
tion.

Figure 4: Comparison of the step responses of the system
(solid) and the 16-th order model G(z) (dash-dotted).

4.

l**[

rc-' ro-' :o_'

Figure 5: Comparison of the frequency responses of the
.y.t.* (solid) and the 16-th order model C1r; 1a*fr-
dotted). Upper: Amplitude, Lower: Phase.

7 Conclusions

We have shown a method to efrciently compute the
Markov parameters of linear system representations with
respect to a generalized orthonormal basis. These general-

ized Markov parameters can be interpreted as the Markov
parameters of the Hambo transformed system and they
can be computed directly from the expansion coefficients
of the basis function representation. Knowledge of the
generalized Markov parameters can be used for the cal-
culation of a minimal state'space realization of the un-
derlying system by means of adapted versions of the Ho-
Kalman algorithm, as well for the complete as for the par-

tial knowledge case. The generalized Markov parameters

also provide a means to characterize the class of Hambo
transformed systems in such a way that it becomes pos-

sible to project onto it. This feature can for instance be

used in the contexi of model manipulation and reduction
in the transform domain.
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